We report the synthesis of Sr 1-x Ca x MnO 3 and La 0.5 Ba 0.5 MnO 3 perovskites over extended cation and oxygen composition ranges and describe the dependence of their phase stability on the tolerance factor t = t(x,T,δ) that is a function of composition, temperature, and oxygen content.
and x i is the fractional occupancy of atoms occupying the A-site [4] . The effects of local structural distortions have been studied most extensively for the mixed valent manganites La 1- x A x MnO 3 (A = Ca, Sr, Ba) [6, 7, 8, 9] . To date, studies of these materials were limited by the substitution level x s of the A metal, beyond which formation of the perovskite phase was not possible because of the decreasing average size of the Mn 3+x ion and the unfavorable tolerance factor t ≥ 1 of the desired composition.
With modified synthesis methods at reduced oxygen pressure we recently have been able to extended the solubility limits from x s = 0.6 and 0.3 to x s = 1 and 0.7 for La 1-x Sr x MnO 3-δ and La 1-x Ba x MnO 3-δ , respectively [10, 11] . These results are in disagreement with the much smaller values of x s = 0.46, and 0.27 which are predicted for Sr, and Ba, respectively, based on tolerance-factor arguments using tabulated interatomic distances [5] . In this paper we report the synthesis of the Sr [12] . The temperature dependence of the tolerance factor was then calculated from the measured bond lengths where weighted averages were defined to account for the unusual coordination. By using thermogravimetric measurements of oxygen deficiency δ and parameterizing the measured tolerance factor, we have obtained the functional dependence of the tolerance factor t = t(x,T,δ) on composition, temperature, and oxygen content. At a fixed oxygen content, the tolerance factor is an increasing function of temperature as a result of greater thermal expansion of the 
